We present measurements of bulk properties of the matter produced in Au+Au collisions at √ sNN = 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, and 39 GeV using identified hadrons (π ± , K ± , p andp) from the STAR experiment in the Beam Energy Scan (BES) Program at the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC). Midrapidity (|y| <0.1) results for multiplicity densities dN/dy, average transverse momenta pT and particle ratios are presented. The chemical and kinetic freeze-out dynamics at these energies are discussed and presented as a function of collision centrality and energy. These results constitute the systematic measurements of bulk properties of matter formed in heavy-ion collisions over a broad range of energy (or baryon chemical potential) at RHIC.
I. INTRODUCTION
Exploring the Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) phase diagram is one important goal of high-energy heavy-ion collision experiments [1] [2] [3] [4] . The QCD phase diagram is usually plotted as temperature (T ) versus baryon chemical potential (µ B ). Assuming a thermalized system is created in heavy-ion collisions, both of these quantities can be varied by changing the collision energy [5] [6] [7] . Theory suggests that the phase diagram includes a possible transition from a high energy density and high temperature phase called Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP) phase, dominated by partonic degrees of freedom, to a phase where the relevant degrees of freedom are hadronic [8] [9] [10] . Several observations at the top RHIC energy i.e. at √ s N N = 200 GeV have been associated with the existence of a phase with partonic degrees of freedom in the early stages of heavy-ion collisions [1] [2] [3] [4] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Examples of such observations include the suppression of high transverse momentum (p T ) hadron production in Au+Au collisions relative to scaled p+p collisions [1] [2] [3] [4] [11] [12] [13] [14] , large elliptic flow (v 2 ) for hadrons with light, as well as heavier strange valence quarks, and differences between baryon and meson v 2 at intermediate p T in Au+Au collisions [17] .
Lattice QCD calculations indicate that a system produced at µ B = 0 MeV evolves through a rapid crossover at the parton-hadron phase transition [18, 19] . Calculations from lattice QCD [20] and from several QCD-based models [21] [22] [23] [24] suggest that for a system created in collisions corresponding to larger values of µ B , the transition is first order. The point in the (T , µ B ) plane where the first order phase transition ends, is the QCD critical point [25, 26] .
Searching for the critical point and phase boundary in the QCD phase diagram is currently a focus of experimental and theoretical nuclear physics research. To this end, RHIC has undertaken the first phase of the BES Program [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . The idea is to vary the collision energy, thereby scanning the phase diagram from the top RHIC energy (lower µ B ) to the lowest possible energy (higher µ B ), to look for the signatures of the QCD phase boundary and the QCD critical point. To look for the phase boundary, we study the established signatures of the QGP formation at 200 GeV as a function of beam energy. Turn-off of these signatures at a particular energy would suggest that a partonic medium is no longer formed at that energy. Near the critical point, there would be enhanced fluctuations in multiplicity distributions of conserved quantities (net-charge, netbaryon number, and net-strangeness) [32] [33] [34] [35] . These observables would suggest the existence of a critical point if they were to show large fluctuations or divergence from a baseline in a limited collision energy region.
However, before looking for these signatures, it is important to know the (T, µ B ) region of the phase diagram we can access. The spectra of produced particles and their yield ratios allow us to infer the T and µ B values at freeze-out. In addition, bulk properties such as dN/dy, p T , particle ratios, and freeze-out properties may provide insight into the particle production mechanisms at these energies. The systematic study of these bulk properties may reveal the evolution and change in behavior of the system formed in heavy-ion collisions as a function of collision energy.
II. EXPERIMENT AND DATA ANALYSIS A. STAR experiment
The results presented here are based on data taken with the STAR experiment [36] in Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27 and 39 GeV. The 7.7, 11.5 and 39 GeV data were collected in the year 2010, while the 19.6 and 27 GeV data were collected in the year 2011. These data sets were taken with a minimum bias trigger, which was defined using a coincidence of hits in the zero degree calorimeters (ZDCs) [37] , vertex posi- tion detectors (VPDs) [38] , and/or beam-beam counters (BBCs) [39, 40] .
The main detectors used to obtain the results on p T spectra, yields and particle ratios for charged hadrons are the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) [41] and Time-OfFlight detectors (TOF) [42] . The TPC is the primary tracking device at STAR. It is 4.2 m long and 4 m in diameter. It covers about ±1 units of pseudorapidity (η) and the full azimuthal angle. The sensitive volume of the TPC contains P10 gas (10% methane, 90% argon) regulated at 2 mbar above atmospheric pressure. The TPC resides in a nearly constant magnetic field of 0.5 Tesla oriented in the longitudinal (z) direction. The TPC data is used to determine particle trajectories, thereby their momenta, and particle types through ionization energy loss (dE/dx). The TOF is based on Multi-gap Resistive Plate Chamber (MRPC) technology and is used to identify particles at relatively high momenta. The details of the design and other characteristics of the STAR detectors can be found in Ref. [36] . 
B. Event Selection
The primary vertex for each event is determined by finding the most probable point of common origin of the tracks measured by the TPC. Figure 1 shows, as examples, the transverse x, y positions of the primary vertices in 7.7 and 39 GeV Au+Au collisions. In order to reject background events which involve interactions with the beam pipe of radius 3.95 cm, the event vertex radius (defined as V 2
x + V 2 y where V x and V y are the vertex positions along the x and y directions) is required to be within 2 cm of the center of STAR (see Fig. 1 ). The ring in Fig. 1 (a) corresponds to collisions between the beam nuclei and the beam pipe. This type of background is more significant in low energy data.
The distributions of the primary vertex position along the longitudinal (beam) direction (V z ) are shown in Fig. 2 for 7.7 and 39 GeV. The lower energy vertex distribution is flat near zero while that at 39 GeV is peaked. The wide z-vertex distribution at lower energies is due to the fact that the beams are more difficult to focus at lower energies. The V z distributions for other BES energies are also flattened relative to higher energies. Only those events which have a V z within 50 cm of the nominal collision point (center of the detector) are selected for the 7.7 GeV analysis, while for the other data sets, events within 30 cm were selected for the analysis. These values are chosen in order to achieve uniform detector performance and sufficient statistical significance of the measured observables. Table I shows the total number of events that are used for the analysis at each energy after the above-mentioned event selection cuts.
C. Centrality Selection
Centralities in Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 7.7-39
GeV are defined by using the number of primary chargedparticle tracks reconstructed in the TPC over the full azimuth and pseudorapidity |η| < 0.5. This is generally called the "reference multiplicity" in STAR. For each energy, a correction is applied to the standard definition by: removing bad runs, applying acceptance and efficiency corrections to reference multiplicity for different z-vertex positions, and performing corrections for trigger (2) 338 (2) (9) 45 (9) 44 (9) 47 (9) 46 (9) 60-70 26 (7) 26 (7) 26 (7) 27 (8) 26 (7) 70-80 14 (4) 14 (6) 14 (5) 14 (6) 14 (5) inefficiencies (only important for low reference multiplicity events) for different z-vertices.
The centrality classes are obtained as fractions of the reference multiplicity distribution. The events are divided into following centrality classes 0-5%, 5-10%, 10-20%, 20-30%, 30-40%, 40-50%, 50-60%, 60-70%, and 70-80%. The mean values of the number of participating nucleons N part corresponding to these centrality classes are evaluated using a Glauber model and are given in Table II for various energies. More details on centrality and N part values estimations can be found in Refs. [27, 43] .
D. Track Selection
Track selection criteria for all analyses are presented in Table III . In order to suppress admixture of tracks from secondary vertices, a requirement of less than 3 cm is placed on the distance of closest approach (DCA) between each track and the event vertex. Tracks must have at least 25 points used in track fitting out of the maximum of 45 hits possible in the TPC. To prevent multiple counting of split tracks, at least 52% of the total possible fit points are required. This is a standard cut in STAR analysis, but does not impose further cut beyond the stricter cut of 25 points implemented for track fitting used here. A condition is placed on the number of dE/dx points used to derive dE/dx values. The results presented here are within rapidity |y| <0.1 and have the same track cuts for all energies. 
E. Particle Identification
Particle identification is accomplished in the TPC by measuring the dE/dx. Figure 3 (a) shows the average dE/dx of measured charged particles plotted as a function of "rigidity" (i.e. momentum/charge) of the particles. The curves represent the Bichsel [44] expectation values. It can be seen that the TPC can identify pions (π ± ), kaons (K ± ), and protons (p) and anti-protons (p) at low momentum as illustrated by the color bands. We note that the color bands are only used for illustra- The m 2 distributions for positively charged hadrons used to extract raw yields for pions, kaons, and protons in |y| <0.1 for Au+Au collisions at 7.7 GeV at three different pT ranges. The curves are predicted m 2 fits representing contributions from pions (dash-dotted, red), kaons (dashed, green), and protons (dotted, blue).
tion here. The quantitative technique to extract particle yields is discussed in detail later.
For higher momentum, we use time-of-flight information to identify particles. The TOF particle identification for this analysis is used above p T = 0.4 GeV/c. Figure 3 (b) shows the inverse of particle velocity in unit of the speed of light 1/β, as a function of rigidity. The expectation values for pions, kaons, and protons are shown as the curves. As seen in the figure, there is a band representing 1/β < 1 or β >1 at low momentum. This non-physical band is the result of a charged hadron and a photon converted electron hitting in the same TOF cluster. The conversion may happen in the TPC Outer Field Cage or TOF tray box. Due to high occupancy, these TOF hits are accidentally matched to hadron tracks in the TPC, resulting in the wrong time of flight. They have a negligible effect on charged hadron yields.
The dE/dx distribution for a fixed particle type is not Gaussian [45] . It has been shown that a better Gaussian variable, for a given particle type, is the zvariable [45] , defined as
where X is the particle type (e ± , π ± , K ± , p, orp) and dE/dx B X is the corresponding Bichsel function [44] . The most probable value of z X for the particle X is 0.
The z X distribution is constructed for a given particle type in a given p T bin within |y| < 0.1. Figure 4 shows the z π , z K , and z p distributions for positively charged particles at different p T bins in central Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 7.7 GeV. To extract the raw yields in a given p T bin, a multi-Gaussian fit is applied to the z X distributions as shown in Fig. 4 . The Gaussian area corresponding to the particle of interest (i.e. the Gaussian with centroid at zero) gives the yield of that particle in the given p T bin. At low p T , the peaks of pion, kaon, and proton distributions are well separated. However, at higher p T these distributions start to overlap. In the overlap p T region, the sigma of the Gaussian fits are constrained by the values from the lower p T bins. Further details on extraction of raw yields for identified hadrons from z distributions can be found in Ref. [43] . The raw yields from the TOF are obtained using the variable mass-square (m 2 ), given by
where, p, T , L, and c are the momentum, time-of-travel by the particle, path length, and speed of light, respectively. The m 2 distributions are obtained for rapidity |y| < 0.1 for all particles in different p T ranges as shown by the black histograms in Fig. 5 . Since the m 2 distributions are not exactly Gaussian, we use the predicted m 2 distributions to fit these distributions to extract the raw yields. The predicted m 2 distributions can be obtained using
Here T predicted is the predicted time-of-flight based on the random shift to the expected time-of-flight distributions for a given particle, i.e. T predicted = T expected + t random , where t random represents the Gaussian random time shift based on the ∆T (= T measured − T expected ) distribution for a given dE/dx identified hadron. Here, T measured represents the experimentally measured time-of-flight and T expected is the expected time-of-flight for a given hadron obtained using its known mass in Eq. (2). The m 2 predicted distributions are fitted to measured m 2 distributions, simultaneously for pions (dash-dotted, red), kaons (dashed, green), and protons (dotted, blue) as shown in Fig. 5 . Using χ 2 -minimization, the raw yield for a given hadron in a given p T range is obtained.
III. CORRECTION FACTORS

A. TPC Tracking Efficiency and Acceptance
The principal correction to the raw spectra accounts for the detector acceptance and for the efficiency of reconstructing particle tracks. These effects are determined together by embedding Monte Carlo tracks simulated using the GEANT [46] model of the STAR detector into real events at the raw data level. One important requirement is to have a match in the distributions of reconstructed embedded tracks and real data tracks for quantities reflecting track quality and used for track selection. Figure 6 shows the comparisons of DCA and number of fit points (for embedded pions) distributions, respectively, in the low p T range 0.2 < p T < 0.5 GeV/c. Similar agreement as in Fig. 6 is observed between embedded tracks and real data in other measured p T ranges and beam energies for all the identified hadrons presented here. The ratio of the distribution of reconstructed and original Monte Carlo tracks as a function of p T gives the efficiency × acceptance correction factor for the rapidity interval studied. The typical efficiency × acceptance factors for pions, kaons and protons at midrapidity (|y| < 0.1) in 0-5% Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 7.7 GeV are shown in Fig. 7 . The raw yields are scaled by the inverse of the efficiency×acceptance factors to obtain the corrected yields. GeV. This difference is due to particle energy loss in the detector material, which is already corrected in the tracking algorithm for pions, but only partially for kaons and protons. The dashed curve is the fitted proton background; the dotted histogram is thep distribution scaled by the p/p ratio; and the solid histogram is the fit given by Eq. (6).
B. TOF Matching Efficiency
The TPC and the TOF are separate detectors. While the TPC identifies low-p T (< 1 GeV/c) particles well, the TOF gives better particle identification than the TPC at higher momenta. However, not all TPC tracks give a hit in the TOF, so there is an extra correction called the TOF matching efficiency correction needed for the spectra obtained using the TOF detector. This is done with a data driven technique. The TOF matching efficiency for a given particle species is defined as the ratio of the number of tracks detected in the TOF to the number of the total tracks in the TPC within the same acceptance. Figure 8 represents the typical TOF matching efficiencies for pions, kaons, and protons for 0-5% Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 7.7 GeV. The raw yields obtained from the TOF are scaled by the inverse of the TOF matching efficiency to obtain the corrected yields.
C. Energy Loss Correction
Low momentum particles lose significant energy while traversing the detector material. The track reconstruction algorithm takes into account the Coulomb scattering and energy loss assuming the pion mass for each particle. Therefore, a correction for the energy loss by heavier particles is needed. This correction is obtained from embedding Monte Carlo simulations, in which the p T difference between reconstructed and embedded tracks is plotted as a function of p T of the reconstructed track. Figure 9 shows the energy loss as a function of p T for pions, kaons, and protons. The curves represent the function fitted to the data points [43] 
where A e , B e , C e and D e are the fit parameters. Table IV shows the values of these parameters obtained for kaons and protons. The errors on some fit parameters are large but they do not affect the correction factors as only the mean values of parameters are used to estimate the p T dependence of the energy loss effect. The energy loss for a given particle is independent of beam energy and collision centrality. For the results presented here, the track p T is corrected for this energy loss effect.
D. Pion Background Subtraction
The charged pion spectra are corrected for feed-down contribution from weak decays, muon contamination, and background pions produced in the detector materials. These corrections are obtained from Monte Carlo simulations of HIJING events at √ s N N = 7.7-39 GeV, with the STAR geometry for these data and a realistic description of the detector response implemented in GEANT. The simulated events are reconstructed in the same way as the real data. The weak-decay daughter pions are mainly from K 0 S and Λ, and are identified by the parent particle information accessible from the simulation. The muons from pion decays can be misidentified as primordial pions due to their similar masses. This contamination is obtained from Monte Carlo simulations by identifying the decay, which is accessible in the simulation. The weak-decay pion background and muon contamination obtained from the simulation are shown in Fig. 10 , as a function of simulated pion p T for 0-5% central Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 7.7 GeV. The total pion background contribution from weak-decays decreases with increasing p T . This contribution has been estimated for beam energies √ s N N = 7.7-39 GeV. The background percentage for different energies and centralities is of similar order. The final pion spectra at different energies are corrected for this background effect.
E. Proton Background Subtraction
The STAR experiment has previously observed that proton yields have significant contamination from secondary protons, due to interactions of energetic particles produced in collisions with detector materials [43, 47] . As these secondary, so-called knock-out protons are produced away from the primary interaction point, they appear as a long tail in the DCA distribution of protons.
To estimate this proton background, a comparison between the shapes of DCA distributions of protons and anti-protons is done [43, 47] . Figure 11 shows the DCA distributions of protons and antiprotons for 0.40 < p T < 0.45 (GeV/c) in 0-5% Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 39 GeV. The protons and antiprotons are selected using a dE/dx cut of |n σp | < 2, where n σp = z p /σ p , σ p being the relative dE/dx resolution of the TPC which is track length dependent. The long and flat DCA tail in the proton distribution comes mainly from knock-out background protons. Antiprotons do not have this background and hence no flat tail in their DCA distributions. To correct for the knock-out background protons, DCA dependence at DCA < 3 cm is needed for knock-out protons. It is obtained from MC simulation [43, 47] and is given by
where DCA 0 and α are fit parameters. It is assumed that the shape of the background-subtracted proton DCA distribution is identical to that of the anti-proton. This distribution can be fit by
Here, rp /p and F are the fit parameters. We used this functional form to fit the proton DCA distributions for every p T bin in each centrality at each energy to obtain the fraction of proton background. The proton background fraction decreases with increasing p T . The fraction of proton background increases from central to peripheral collisions. In Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 39 GeV, the background fraction at p T =0.40-0.45 GeV/c is about 15% for 0-5% centrality and 30% for 70-80%, while at the lowest energy ( √ s N N = 7.7 GeV), it is 2% and 10% for 0-5% and 70-80% centralities, respectively. The reason for variation of proton background fraction with centrality may be that the ratio of proton multiplicity to total particle multiplicity shows centrality dependence. The proton background fraction as a function of p T is subtracted from the proton raw yields for each centrality and collision energy studied. It may be noted that the results presented here for BES energies correspond to inclusive protons and anti-protons similar to those at higher RHIC energies [43] as the feeddown correction has large uncertainty and is very model dependent. The analysis cut (DCA < 3 cm) used for the identified particle studies rejects only a negligible fraction of daughter protons from the hyperon decays [48, 49] . Therefore, the (anti-) protons yields presented here are truly inclusive.
IV. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Systematic uncertainties on the spectra are estimated by varying cuts, and by assessing the purity of identified hadron samples from dE/dx measurements. Details of various sources of systematic uncertainties on the pion, kaon and proton/anti-proton yields in Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 7.7 GeV are given below. The systematic uncertainties for other energies are estimated in a similar manner and are of a similar order. The systematic uncertainties are estimated, by varying the V z range (from |V z | < 50 cm to |V z | < 30 cm). The track cuts are also varied such as the DCA (from 3 cm to 2 cm), number of fit points (from 25 to 20), number of dE/dx points (from 15 to 10), PID cut i.e. |n σ |, for the purity of a hadron used to obtain predicted m 2 distributions (from |n σ | < 2 to |n σ | < 1), and range of Gaussian fits to normalized dE/dx distributions. Combined systematic uncertainties due to all these analysis cut variations are of the order of 4%, 3%, and 6% for pions, kaons, and protons, respectively. The systematic uncertainty due to track reconstruction efficiency and acceptance estimates is of the order of 5% which is obtained by varying parameters in the MC simulation.
The p T -integrated particle yield dN/dy and p T are obtained from the p T spectra using data in the measured p T ranges and extrapolations assuming certain functional forms for the unmeasured p T ranges [43] . The percentage contribution to the yields from extrapolation are about 20-30%. The extrapolation of yields to the unmeasured regions in p T is an additional source of systematic error. This is estimated by comparing the extrapolations using different fit functions to the p T spectra. For pions, the default function used to obtain dN/dy is the BoseEinstein function and the systematic error is obtained by changing the functional form to the p T -exponential function. For kaons, the m T -exponential function is used for dN/dy and the Boltzmann function for the systematic error. Here m T = m 2 + p 2 T represents the particle transverse mass. For protons, the double-exponential function is used for dN/dy and the m T -exponential function is used to obtain the systematic error. The functional form of these functions are
2 . Systematic uncertainties due to extrapolation to unmeasured p T region is estimated to be of the order of 6-9% for pions, 4-8% for kaons, and 10-12% for protons and anti-protons.
The systematic uncertainties arising due to the pion and proton background are also studied. The systematic uncertainty due to pion background is found to be negligible. However, the uncertainty due to the proton background is about 6-7% (39-19.6 GeV) and 2-4% (7.7-11.5 GeV). In addition, the systematic uncertainties due to energy loss estimation (discussed previously) for kaons and protons are found to be of the order of 3% and 2%, respectively.
The total systematic uncertainties are obtained by adding the contribution from different sources in quadrature and are found to be of the order of 9-11% for pions, 8-10% for kaons, 11-13% for protons and 12-13% for antiprotons for all energies. The results presented here are quadrature sums of the systematic uncertainties and statistical uncertainties, the latter being negligible. Table V gives a summary of various sources of systematic uncertainties for all energies. The systematic uncertainties on particle ratios are obtained using the uncertainties on particle yields, but excluding correlated uncertainties i.e. from efficiency. In addition, the extrapolation and energy loss uncertainties are canceled to a large extent in the antiparticle to particle ratios. The systematic uncertainties for p T come mainly from the extrapolations as discussed above. The p T also depends on the range used for fitting to the p T spectra. The variations in the p T values due to different fitting ranges are included in the systematic uncertainties. The total systematic uncertainties on p T for pions, kaons, and protons-antiprotons are 5-6%, 4-6%, and 6-11%, respectively, across all beam energies.
Chemical freeze-out parameters (chemical freeze-out temperature T ch , µ B , µ S , γ S , and radius R) are extracted from the measured particle yields or ratios fitted in the THERMUS model [50] . The systematic uncertainties on the yields are treated as independent, and are propagated to the systematic uncertainties on chemical freeze-out parameters. We have also estimated the effect of correlated uncertainties in particle ratios used to extract the chemical freeze-out parameters. The effect arises because the pion yield is used for constructing many particle ratios. The effect of this on freeze-out parameters is estimated by varying the uncertainties on pion yields and extracting the freeze-out parameters for a large sample of pion yields. We have found that the effect is within 3% for the extracted freeze-out parameters.
The kinetic freeze-out parameters are extracted from the simultaneous fitting of π ± , K ± , and protons and antiprotons spectra with the blast-wave model [51] . The extracted fit parameters are kinetic freeze-out temperature T kin , average radial flow velocity β , and the flow velocity profile exponent n. The point-to-point systematic uncertainties on the spectra are included in the blastwave fits. The measured pions contain large contributions from resonance decays which vary as a function of p T . Since the default blast-wave model does not include resonance decays, in order to reduce the systematic error due to resonance decays, the low p T part (< 0.5 GeV/c) of the pion spectra are excluded from the blast-wave fit. The results from the blast-wave fits are sensitive to the range of p T used for fitting the spectra. The effect on the extracted kinetic freeze-out parameters due to different p T ranges used for fitting is estimated. These variations are included in the systematic uncertainties for kinetic freeze-out parameters.
The total systematic uncertainties reported in figures are highly correlated among different centralities. The results on π ± , K ± , protons and antiprotons particle spectra and yields have a correlated uncertainty of 5% from efficiency corrections. This systematic uncertainty is canceled in particle ratios. The uncertainties from extrapolations to unmeasured p T regions are correlated between particle species (see Table V ), and are canceled in antiparticle to particle ratios. Since the uncertainties of particle yields and ratios are propagated in the extracted chemical and kinetic freeze-out parameters, the freezeout parameters also include the corresponding correlated uncertainties.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Transverse Momentum Spectra and 16, respectively. The inverse slopes of the identified hadron spectra follow the order π < K < p. The spectra can be further characterized by the dN/dy and p T or m T − m for the produced hadrons, where m is the mass of the hadron and m T is its transverse mass. at √ s N N = 62.4 and 200 GeV from the STAR experiment [11-14, 43, 48] . The yields of charged pions, kaons, and anti-protons decrease with decreasing collision energy. However, the yield of protons is the highest for the lowest energy of 7.7 GeV, which indicates the highest baryon density at mid-rapidity at this energy. Proton yield decreases from 7.7 GeV through 11.5, 19.5, 27, and 39 GeV, lowest being at 39 GeV. Then it again increases at 62.4 GeV up to 200 GeV. The proton yields come from two mechanisms: pair production and baryon transport [52] . The energy dependence trend observed here for the proton yield is due to interplay of these two mechanisms. The collision centrality dependence for the BES results is similar to that at higher beam energies. The normalized yields decrease from central to peripheral collisions for π ± , K ± , and p. However, the centrality dependence of normalized yields forp is weak. The dN/dy values for π ± , K ± , p andp in different centralities at various BES energies are listed in Table VI . The mass dependence of p T reflects collective expansion in the radial direction, although it also includes the temperature component. The differences in central values of p T between protons and pions/kaons are smaller at lower energies compared to those at higher beam energies. This suggests that the average collective velocity in the radial direction is smaller at lower energies. The p T values for π ± , K ± , p andp in different centralities at various BES energies are listed in Table VII . Figure 19 shows the various anti-particle to particle ratios (π [11-14, 43, 48] are also shown. The π − /π + ratio is close to unity for most of the energies. However, a slight energy dependence is observed for lower energies. The lowest energy of 7.7 GeV has a larger π − /π + ratio than those at the other energies due to isospin and significant contributions from resonance decays (such as ∆ baryons). The K − /K + ratio increases with increasing energy, and shows very little centrality dependence. The increase in K − /K + ratio with energy shows the increasing contribution to kaon production due to pair production. However, at lower energies, associated production dominates. Associated production refers to reactions such as N N → KY N and πN → KY , where N is a nucleon and Y a hyperon. Thep/p ratio increases with increasing energy. The ratio increases from central to peripheral collisions. This increase inp/p ratio from central to peripheral collisions reflects a higher baryon density (baryon stopping) at mid-rapidity in central collisions compared to peripheral collisions. Figure 20 
Particle Ratios
√ s N N = 62.4 and 200 GeV. The K − /π − ratio increases with increasing energy, and also increases from peripheral to central collisions. However, the K + /π + ratio is maximal at 7.7 GeV and then decreases with increasing energy. This is due to the associated production dominance at lower energies as the baryon stopping is large. The centrality dependence of K + /π + is observed at all energies, i.e., the ratio increases from peripheral to central collisions. This increase from peripheral to central collisions is much greater at 7.7 GeV than at the higher BES energies. This may be due to large baryon stopping at midrapidity at the lower energy of 7.7 GeV. This baryon stopping is centrality dependent, i.e. higher in more central collisions as also reflected by thep/p ratio. Thē p/π − ratio increases with increasing beam energy and shows little centrality dependence. The p/π + ratio decreases with increasing energy. As discussed above, this is a consequence of the higher baryon stopping at lower energies. The ratio increases from peripheral to central collisions and becomes almost constant after N part > 100. Figure 21 shows the dN/dy of π ± , K ± , and p/p, at midrapidity normalized by N part /2 as a function of √ s N N . The results from 0-5% central Au+Au collisions at the BES are in agreement with the general energy dependence trend observed at the AGS [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , SPS [61] [62] [63] [64] , RHIC [27, 43, 65] , and LHC [66] . It may be noted that the energy dependence of pion yields show a linear increase as a function of collision energy, but exhibit a kink structure around 19.6 GeV. This may suggest a change in the particle production mechanism around √ s N N = 19.6 GeV. The energy dependence of kaon yields shows an interesting trend. There is a significant difference between K + and K − production at beam energies from AGS to BES. At these energies, K + production is a result of an interplay between associated production and pair production, while K − production is dominated by pair production. The associated production dominates at the low end of this range, while pair production becomes more important at the upper end.
C. Energy Dependence of Particle Production
Particle yields (dN/dy)
The energy dependence of proton yields reflects the increase in baryon density due to baryon stopping at lower energies. At top RHIC energies, the proton and antiproton yields are of similar order, which is expected from pair production mechanism. At lower energies, protons have a contribution due to baryon stopping also, leading to higher yields at 7.7 GeV compared to 200 GeV. The anti-proton yields show an increase with increasing energy. Figure 22 shows the energy dependence of m T − m for π ± , K ± , p, andp. Results are shown for 0-5% central Au+Au collisions at BES energies, and are compared to previous results from AGS [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , SPS [61] [62] [63] [64] , RHIC [43] , and LHC [66] . The m T − m values increase with √ s N N at lower AGS energies, stay independent of √ s N N at the higher SPS and BES energies, then tend to rise further with increasing √ s N N at the higher beam energies at RHIC and LHC. For a thermodynamic system, m T − m can be an approximate representation of the temperature of the system, and dN/dy ∝ ln( √ s N N ) may represent its entropy [67] [68] [69] . In such a scenario, the energy dependence of m T − m could reflect the characteristic signature of a first order phase transition, as proposed by Van Hove [69] . Then the constant value of m T − m vs. √ s N N around BES energies could be interpreted as reflecting the formation of a mixed phase of a QGP and hadrons during the evolution of the heavyion system. However, there could be several other effects to which m T − m is sensitive, which also need to be understood for proper interpretation of the data [70] . Figure 23 shows the collision energy dependence of the particle ratios π − /π + , K − /K + , andp/p, in central heavy-ion collisions. The new results from Au+Au collisions at BES energies follow the √ s N N trend established by previous measurements from AGS [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , SPS [61] [62] [63] [64] , RHIC [43] , and LHC [66] . The p T -integrated π − /π + ratios at very low beam energies have values larger than unity, which is likely due to significant contributions from resonance decays (such as from ∆ baryons). The K − /K + ratios at BES energies are much less than unity, indicating a significant contribution to K + production from associated production at lower collision energies. With increasing √ s N N , the K − /K + ratio approaches unity, indicating dominance of kaon pair production. The lower values of thep/p ratios at BES energies indicates large values of net-protons (p −p) and large baryon stopping in these collisions. Thep/p ratio increases with increasing collision energy and approaches unity for top RHIC energies. This indicates that at higher beam energies the collisions have a larger degree of transparency, and the p (p) production at midrapidity is dominated by pair production. Figure 24 shows the energy dependence of K/π particle ratio. BES results are compared with those from AGS [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , SPS [61] [62] [63] [64] , RHIC [43] , and LHC [66] . The K/π ratio is of interest, as it reflects the strangeness content relative to entropy in heavy-ion collisions. An enhancement in K/π ratio in heavy-ion collisions compared [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , SPS [61] [62] [63] [64] , RHIC [27, 43, 65] , and LHC [66] . AGS results correspond to 0-5%, SPS to 0-7%, top RHIC to 0-5% (62.4 and 200 GeV) and 0-6% (130 GeV), and LHC to 0-5% central collisions. Errors shown are the quadrature sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties where the latter dominates. results are shown for 0-5% central Au+Au collisions at BES energies, and are compared to previous results from AGS [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , SPS [61] [62] [63] [64] , RHIC [43] , and LHC [66] . AGS results correspond to 0-5%, SPS to 0-7%, top RHIC to 0-5% (62.4 and 200 GeV) and 0-6% (130 GeV), and LHC to 0-5% central collisions. The errors shown are the quadrature sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties where the latter dominates.
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to p + p collisions has been taken previously as an indication of QGP formation [64] . The increase in K + /π + ratio with beam energies up to √ s N N = 7.7 GeV at SPS and the subsequent decrease and possible saturation with increasing beam energies has been a subject of intense theoretical debate [52, [61] [62] [63] [64] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] . The discussions mainly focus on the question of the relevant degrees of freedom that are necessary to explain the energy dependence of the K/π ratio. Our new results from BES Au+Au collisions are found to be consistent with the previously observed energy dependence. The peak position (usually called the "horn") in energy dependence of K + /π + has been suggested as the signature of a phase transition from hadron gas to a QGP while going from lower to higher energies. However, various models that do not include such a phase transition could also explain this type of energy dependence of the K + /π + ratio. It may be noted that the peak position around 7.7 GeV corresponds to an energy where the maximum baryon density is predicted to be achieved in heavy-ion collisions [52, 77] .
VI. FREEZE-OUT PARAMETERS
The integrated invariant yields and p T spectra of hadrons provide information about the system at freeze- , and 39 GeV, compared to previous results from AGS [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , SPS [61] [62] [63] [64] , RHIC [27, 43] , and LHC [66] . AGS results correspond to 0-5%, SPS to 0-7%, top RHIC to 0-5% (62. After chemical freeze-out, elastic interactions among the particles are still ongoing which lead to changes in the momenta of the particles. When the average interparticle distance becomes so large that elastic interactions stop, the system is said to have undergone kinetic freeze-out. At this stage, the transverse momentum spectra of the produced particles become fixed. Hydrodynamics inspired models such as the Blast Wave Model [4, 43, 51] have described the kinetic freeze-out scenario with a common temperature T kin and average transverse radial flow velocity β which reflects the expansion in the transverse direction. In the following subsections, we discuss these freeze-out parameters in detail.
A. Chemical Freeze-out
The chemical freeze-out parameters are obtained from statistical thermal model analyses of the produced particles using the THERMUS package [50] . Two approaches are used to obtain the chemical freeze-out parameters: Grand-Canonical Ensemble (GCE) and Strangeness Canonical Ensemble (SCE). In the GCE, the energy and quantum numbers, or particle numbers, are conserved on average through the temperature and chemical potentials. This is reasonable if the number of particles carrying the quantum number is large. GCE is widely used in high-energy heavy-ion collisions. For the SCE, the strangeness (S) in the system is fixed exactly by its initial value of S, while the baryon and charge contents are treated grand-canonically. At lower energies, low production of strange particles requires a canonical treat- Std. Dev.
FIG. 25: (Color online)
The GCE model fits shown along with standard deviations for (a) Au+Au 7.7 and (b) Au+Au 39 GeV in 0-5% central collisions. Top panels are for the particle yields fit and lower panels are for the particle ratios fit. Uncertainties on experimental data represent statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Here, the uncertainties are smaller than the symbol size.
ment of strangeness [80] . Since the BES data cover a wide range of energies from low to high, both GCE and SCE approaches are studied here. In addition, different approaches have been proposed to fit the data, i.e. whether particle yields or the particle ratios should be used in the fit. The fitting of particle ratios leads to the cancellation of a volume factor, thus getting rid of an extra parameter. However, a possible disadvantage is the use of a common particle to construct different ratios, leading to correlated uncertainties. We investigate the difference between these two approaches by fitting both the particle ratios and particle yields in THERMUS.
Since the freeze-out parameters represent collision system properties, it is better to also include the other strange particles in the THERMUS fitting. The results presented here for particle yields are obtained using yields of π ± , K ± , p,p, Λ,Λ, Ξ, and Ξ. The corresponding results for particle ratios are obtained by using the ratios
The dN/dy of Λ,Λ, Ξ andΞ are obtained from the measured p T spectra within |y| < 0.5, and a follow-up paper on the p T spectra of these particles is in preparation (the technical details are currently available in Ref. [83] ). As mentioned earlier, the (anti-) proton Std. Dev.
FIG. 26: (Color online)
The SCE model fits shown along with standard deviations for (a) Au+Au 7.7 and (b) Au+Au 39 GeV in 0-5% central collisions. Top panels are for the particle yields fit and lower panels are for particle ratios fit. Uncertainties on experimental data represent statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. Here, the uncertainties are smaller than the symbol size.
yields reported here by STAR are inclusive. The corresponding yields in the THERMUS model are treated in the same manner as in data i.e. all inclusive. The fraction of weak-decay feed-down contribution (from Λ, Σ, and Ξ) to the proton yield from THERMUS is found to be 18% at 7.7 GeV and up to 29% at 39 GeV. The weak-decay feed-down contribution to anti-proton yield is found to be up to 50% at 7.7 GeV and 37% at 39 GeV. It may be noted that the strange particle yields (Λ,Λ, Ξ, and Ξ) used here are measured for |y| < 0.5 while the light hadron yields (π ± , K ± , p, andp) are measured for |y| < 0.1. The uncertainty due to this difference is not considered in the extraction of chemical freeze-out parameters.
Considering the grand canonical case, for a hadron gas of volume V and temperature T , the logarithm of the total partition function is given by [50] ,
where, g i and µ i are degeneracy and chemical potential of hadron species i respectively, β = 1/T , and E i = p 2 + m 2 i , m i being the mass of particle. The plus sign corresponds to fermions and minus sign to bosons. The chemical potential for particle species i in this case is given by
where B i , S i , and Q i are the baryon number, strangeness, and charge number, respectively, of hadron species i, and µ B , µ Q , and µ S are the respective chemical potentials.
The particle multiplicities are given by
where K 2 is the Bessel function of second order. In the strangeness or mixed canonical ensemble, the partition function for a Boltzmann hadron gas is given by (10) In this case, the chemical potential of hadron species i is given by
and particle multiplicities are given by
The main fit parameters obtained are the chemical freeze-out temperature T ch , baryon chemical potential µ B , strange chemical potential µ S , strangeness suppression factor γ S (to account for observed deviation from chemical equilibrium in the strangeness sector) [79, [84] [85] [86] [87] [88] [89] , and (canonical) radius parameter (R C ) R. For fitting in strangeness canonical ensemble, we have fixed Figures 25 and 26 show the GCE and SCE model fits along with number of standard deviations in the difference between data and model for Au+Au 7.7 and 39 GeV in 0-5% central collisions, respectively. Upper panels are for the particle yields and lower panels are for particle ratios fit. The plots show that fits for particle yields and ratios are within 2 standard deviations. Figure 27 shows the extracted chemical freeze-out parameters (T ch , µ B , µ S , γ S , and R) plotted versus N part in GCE for particle yields fit. The results are shown for 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, and 39 GeV. We observe that T ch increases from 7.7 to 19.6 GeV and then remains almost constant. For a given energy, the value of T ch is almost the same for all centralities. Baryon chemical potential µ B decreases with increasing energy and shows centrality dependence for a given energy. The centrality dependence of µ B is more significant at lower energies (7.7-19.6 GeV). The µ B increases from peripheral to central collisions. This behavior is likely due to the stronger baryon stopping at lower energies which may also be centrality dependent. The strangeness chemical potential µ S decreases with increasing energy and also shows a weak increase from peripheral to central collisions. The strangeness suppression factor γ S accounts for the possible deviations of strange particle abundances from chemical equilibrium; γ S equal to unity means chemical equilibration of strange particles. The strangeness suppression factor γ S for central collisions is almost the same and close to unity for all the energies. However, for peripheral collisions, it is less than unity and shows a slight energy dependence, i.e. decreases with decreasing energy. For a given energy, it increases from peripheral to central collisions. The radius parameter R is related to the volume of the fireball at chemical freeze-out and is obtained for the yield fit case. For the BES energy range, the radius parameter shows no energy dependence. We note a similar energy dependence of the volume at chemical freeze-out per unit of rapidity dV /dy for the energy range similar to BES, as discussed in Ref. [7] . For higher energies, the dV /dy increases. The radius parameter shows centrality dependence for a given energy, increasing from peripheral to central collisions. Figure 28 shows the ratio of chemical freeze-out parameters (T ch , µ B , µ S , γ S , and R) between results from yield fits to ratio fits in GCE plotted versus N part . We observe that the extracted freeze-out parameters for GCE using ratio and yield fits are consistent with each other within uncertainties. We found that the results using particle ratios in the fits have large uncertainties compared to those using particle yields. This may be because the particle ratios used for fitting are constructed mostly using common particle yields, say e.g. pions, which leads to correlated uncertainties, but we treated all the ratio uncertainties as independent in our fit. Figure 29 shows the chemical freeze-out parameters (T ch , µ B , γ S , and R) plotted versus N part in SCE for particle yields fit. The behavior of the freeze-out parameters is generally similar to what we discussed above for GCE. However, T ch in SCE seems to be higher in peripheral collisions, but the centrality dependence is still weak. Figure 30 shows the ratio of chemical freeze-out parameters (T ch , µ B , and γ S ) between yield and ratio fits in SCE plotted versus N part . We observe that within uncertainties, the results using yield and ratio fits are similar except for γ S in the most peripheral collision. Figure 31 shows the ratio of chemical freeze-out parameters (T ch , µ B , and γ S ) between GCE and SCE results obtained using the particle ratio fit plotted versus N part . Similarly, Fig. 32 shows the ratio of chemical freeze-out parameters (T ch , µ B , γ S , and R) between GCE and SCE results obtained using particle yields fit plotted versus N part . We observe that the results are consistent within uncertainties for GCE and SCE using both the ratio and yield fits, except for γ S in the most peripheral collision in case of yields fit. Figure 33 shows the variation of chemical freeze-out temperature with baryon chemical potential at various energies and for three centralities 0-5%, 30-40% and 60-80%. For 62.4 GeV, the three centralities shown are 0-5%, 20-40% and 60-80%. The results are shown for both GCE and SCE cases obtained using particle yields fit. The curves represent two model predictions [81, 82] . In general, the behavior is the same for the two cases, i.e. a centrality dependence of baryon chemical potential is observed which is significant at lower energies.
Next, we test the robustness of our results by comparing to results obtained with different constraints and using more particles in the fit. value, and µQ constrained to B/2Q along with µS constrained to 0. Uncertainties represent systematic errors.
Choice on Constraints
The results presented here are obtained assuming µ Q = 0. However, we have checked the results by constraining µ Q to the initial baryon-to-charge ratio for Au+Au collisions, i.e. B/2Q=1.25. We have also checked the results by applying both constraints, i.e. µ Q constrained to 1.25 as well as µ S constrained to initial strangeness density, i.e. 0. Figure 34 shows the extracted chemical freeze-out temperature and baryon chemical potential in Au+Au collisions at √ s N N =7.7, 19.6, and 39 GeV for GCE using particle yields as input to the fit, for the three conditions mentioned above. It is observed that these three different conditions have negligible effect (< 1%) on the final extracted T ch and µ B . The extracted parameters are similar for these different cases. Similarly, µ S , the radius parameter, γ S , and χ 2 /NDF (plots not shown here), all show similar results for the three cases discussed above. The same exercise was repeated for the SCE case and the conclusion remains the same.
Choice on Including More Particles
For the default results discussed above, the particles included in the THERMUS fit are: π, K, p,p, Λ, and Ξ. It is interesting to compare the freeze-out parameters extracted using different particles sets in the thermal fit. Figure 35 shows the comparison of extracted freeze-out parameters in Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 39 GeV for GCE using yields as input to the fit. Results are compared for four different sets of particle yields used as input for fitting. When only π, K and p yields are used in fit (as in Ref. [43] ), the temperature obtained is lower compared to other sets that include strange hadron yields. Also, γ S is less than unity, even for central collisions. It can be seen that for all other cases, the results are similar within uncertainties. However, the χ 2 /NDF increases with increasing number of particles used for fitting.
B. Kinetic Freeze-out
The kinetic freeze-out parameters are obtained by fitting the spectra with a blast wave model. The model assumes that the particles are locally thermalized at a kinetic freeze-out temperature and are moving with a common transverse collective flow velocity [43, 51] . Assuming a radially boosted thermal source, with a kinetic freeze-out temperature T kin and a transverse radial flow velocity β, the p T distribution of the particles is given 2 /ndf for GCE using particle yields as input for fitting. Results are compared for Au+Au collisions at √ sNN = 39 GeV for four different sets of particle yields used in fitting. Uncertainties represent systematic errors.
by [51] 
where m T is the transverse mass of a hadron, ρ(r) = tanh −1 β, and I 0 and K 1 are the modified Bessel functions. We use a radial flow velocity profile of the form
where β S is the surface velocity, r/R is the relative radial position in the thermal source, and n is the exponent of flow velocity profile. Average transverse radial flow velocity β can then be obtained from β = 2 2+n β S . Usually π ± , K ± , p, andp particle spectra are fitted simultaneously with the blast-wave model. Including more particles such as multi-strange hadrons in the fit would amount to forcing all the species to freeze-out at the same time which may not be true. It has been shown that at top RHIC energy the spectra of multi-strange particles reflect a higher kinetic freeze-out temperature [4, 90] . This can be interpreted as diminished hadronic interactions with the expanding bulk matter after chemical freeze-out. For the results presented here for kinetic freeze-out, we use π ± , K ± , p, andp spectra in the blastwave model fit. We also note the recent study of separate fit of positively and negatively charged particles v 2 using a blast wave model [91, 92] . Figure 36 shows the blast wave model fits of π ± , K ± , and p and (p) p T spectra in 0-5% central Au+Au collisions at √ s N N = 7.7, 11.5, 19.6, 27, and 39 GeV. The model describes well the p T spectra of π ± , K ± , p, and p at all energies studied. The fit parameters are T kin , β , and n. The low p T part of the pion spectra is affected by resonance decays, and consequently the pion spectra are fitted only for p T > 0.5 GeV/c. The blast wave model is hydrodynamics-motivated which provides a good description of data at low p T , but is not suited for describing hard processes at high p T [93] . Thus the blast wave model results are sensitive to the p T fit ranges used for fitting [66] . The results presented here use similar values of low p T as were used in previous studies by STAR and ALICE [43, 66] . We keep consistent p T ranges for simultaneous fitting of the π ± , K ± , p, andp spectra across all the BES energies as shown in Fig. 36 . The extracted kinetic freeze-out parameters for the BES energies are listed in Table X . Figure 37 shows the variation of T kin with β for dif- On the other hand, T kin is almost constant around the 7.7-39 GeV and then decreases up to LHC energies. The separation between T ch and T kin increases with increasing energy. This might suggest the effect of increasing hadronic interactions between chemical and kinetic freeze-out at higher energies [4] . Figure 38 (b) shows the average transverse radial flow velocity plotted as a function of √ s N N . The β shows a rapid increase at very low energies, then a steady increase up to LHC energies. The β is almost constant for the lowest three BES energies.
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have presented measurements of identified particles π, K, p, andp at midrapidity (|y| < 0. sion centrality classes. The bulk properties are studied by measuring the identified hadron dN/dy, p T , particle ratios, and freeze-out parameters. The results are compared with corresponding published results from other energies and experiments. The yields of charged pions, kaons, and anti-protons decrease with decreasing collision energy. However, the yield of protons is higher for the lowest energy of 7.7 GeV which suggests high baryon stopping at mid-rapidity at lower energies. The yields decrease from central to peripheral collisions for π ± , K ± , and p. However, the centrality dependence of yields forp is weak. The energy dependence of pion yields changes slope as a function of beam energy. The slope above 19.6 GeV is different when compared to that at lower energies. This may suggest a change in particle production mechanism below 19.6 GeV.
The π − /π + ratio is close to unity for most of the energies. The lowest energy of 7.7 GeV has a greater π − /π + ratio than at other energies due to isospin and significant contributions from resonance decays (such as ∆ baryons). The K − /K + ratio increases with increasing energy, and shows very little centrality dependence. The increase in K − /K + ratio with energy shows the increasing contribution to kaon production due to pair production. The K + /π + ratio shows a maximum at 7.7 GeV and then decreases with increasing energy. This is due to the associated production dominance at lower energies as the baryon stopping is large. This maximum corresponds to the maximum baryon density predicted to be achieved in heavy-ion collisions. The centrality dependence is similar at all energies, increasing from peripheral to central collisions. Thep/p ratio increases with increasing energy. The ratio increases from central to peripheral collisions. The results reflect the large baryon stopping at mid-rapidity at lower energies in central collisions. The p/π + ratio decreases with increasing energy and is larger at √ s N N = 7.7 GeV. This is again a consequence of the higher degree of baryon stopping for the collisions at lower energies compared to √ s N N around BES energies could be interpreted as reflecting the formation of a mixed phase of a QGP and hadrons during the evolution of the heavyion system.
The chemical freeze-out parameters are extracted from a thermal model fit to the data at midrapidity. The GCE and SCE approaches are studied by fitting the particle yields as well as the particle ratios. The results for particle yield fits compared to particle ratio fits are consistent within uncertainties for both GCE and SCE. The GCE and SCE results are also consistent with each other for either ratio or yield fits. The SCE results obtained by fitting particle yields seem to give slightly higher temperature towards peripheral collisions compared to that in 0-5% central collisions. The chemical freeze-out parameter T ch increases from 7.7 to 19.6 GeV; after that it remains almost constant. For a given energy, the value of T ch is similar for all centralities. In all the cases studied, a centrality dependence of baryon chemical potential is observed which is significant at lower energies.
The kinetic freeze-out parameters are extracted from a blast-wave model fit to pion, kaon, proton, and antiproton p T spectra. T kin increases from central to peripheral collisions suggesting a longer lived fireball in central collisions, while β decreases from central to peripheral collisions suggesting stronger expansion in central collisions. Furthermore, we observe that these parameters show a two-dimensional anti-correlation band. Higher values of T kin correspond to lower values of β and viceversa. The separation between T ch and T kin increases with increasing energy. This might suggest the effect of increasing hadronic interactions between chemical and kinetic freeze-out at higher energies. The β shows a rapid increase at very low energies, then a slow increase across the BES energies, after which it again increases steadily up to LHC energies.
In conclusion we have studied the bulk properties of matter in the Beam Energy Scan program at RHIC. The BES program covers the energy range from 7.7 GeV to 39 GeV which along with top RHIC energy corresponds to the baryon chemical potential region of 20-400 MeV. The mid-rapidity yields of identified hadrons have been presented. They show the expected signatures of a highbaryon stopping region at lower energies. At high energies, the pair production mechanism dominates the particle production. At intermediate energies there is clearly a transition between these two regions, which is explored by the BES Program.
The data have been used to analyse both chemical and kinetic freeze-out parameters. The chemical freeze-out was studied using both GCE and SCE approaches, and the fits were performed using both particle yields and particle ratios. The results show no significant difference between these approaches, but indicate in heavy-ion collisions a clear centrality dependence of the baryon chemical potential at lower energies. The centrality dependence of the freeze-out parameters provides an opportunity for the BES program at RHIC to enlarge the (T, µ B ) region of the phase diagram to search for the QCD critical point. The difference between chemical and kinetic freeze-out increases with increasing energy suggesting increasing hadronic interactions after chemical freeze-out at higher energies. We thank the RHIC Operations Group and RCF at BNL, the NERSC Center at LBNL, and the Open Science Grid consortium for providing resources and support. This work was supported in part by the Office of Nuclear Physics within the U.S. DOE Office of Science, the U.S. National Science Foundation, the Min- 
